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Abstract

This thesis describes a compiler for the programming

language Haskell (version 1.2). The compiler

(St Andrews Haskell Compiler, Edition 0.01) is written
in C, and produces output in an extended lambda
calculus with pattern matching and overloading
resolved.
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1 Introduction

This section introduces the project, outlines the principles of compiler

construction, outlines the language Haskell, and summarises other work in the

area.

This project is part of the Staple1 research group's programme of work. Staple
was originally set up to implement a statically typed applicative prototyping

language environment [McN93], but has moved on to investigate the

possibilities of parallelization in the compilation process2. Recent work includes

a simulator for STAR:DUST (St Andrews RISC: dataflow using sequential
threads [Ost93].

1 ESPRIT project 891: Investigation and implementation of a statically typed applicative

prototyping language environment.

2 SERC project GR/H 18739: Compiler Technology for a Scalable, Distributed Multiprocessor

Architecture.
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1-1 The aims of the project

The goal of this project is to produce a Haskell compiler. In so doing, it is

planned that several ancillary aims will also be satisfied.

The main aim of the project is:

• To translate Haskell into a lambda calculus, for the purpose of translating
small programs to test the STAR:DUST simulator which has already been

developed [Ost93]. Naturally, the compiler design should be general

enough to produce code for other machines simply by substituting a

different code generation subsystem, but in the first instance, it is required
for use with STAR:DUST.

For the purpose of translating small test programs, it is not necessary that the

compiler be particularly efficient, nor that it deal with the whole of the Haskell

language.

The ancillary aims of the project include:

• To train one more member of the Staple research group in compilation

techniques. Compilation may be a textbook subject but actually writing a

compiler is essential to understanding the problem and its solution.

• To bring a detailed knowledge of Haskell compilation into the Staple
research group. The research group is currently investigating

parallelization of the compilation process using Haskell as the language to

compile. By producing a run-of-the-mill Haskell compiler, the group gains

insight into the language. Also, even though this compiler is serial, the

thought of writing a parallel version is always present, and ideas for the

parallel version are generated.

For these purposes, the compiler is essentially a learning vehicle for compilation

in general and for Haskell compilation in particular. We expect the learning and
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gaining of experience to continue after the MSc is finished. We also expect to

develop the compiler further.
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1 -2 Principles of compiler construction

The underlying design of the syntax analyser is recursive descent, which is

described in detail in [DM82]. In an ideal recursive descent implementation, each

production of the context free grammar gives rise to a recognizer function. Each

recognizer calls other recognizers according to the right-hand side of the

production it represents. For example, the definition of nonterminal module is
encoded in the recognizer function Module. Most of the nonterminals are dealt
with in this way. In practice, however, it is not always so simple, because in

general a production may have several alternative right hand sides. The

compiler must somehow choose the correct one.

One approach is to try each alternative in turn to see if it leads to a complete

parsing. The disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a backtracking
mechanism to recover the processing after a wrong decision has been taken.

Depending on the language being compiled, the compiler may have to process an

arbitrary amount of input before it can tell whether the current alternative is the

right one; and there may be backtracking at many levels along the way. The net

result is that this approach can require unacceptable time and space.

It is clearly valuable to have a completely deterministic parsing technique that
involves no backtracking at all. In the ideal case this can be achieved by reading
the next lexeme (or the next k lexemes, for some fixed k) from the lexical

analyser—but using a non-destructive read, so that the syntax analyser is not

faced with the problem of what to do with the lexemes if they are not to be parsed

immediately. A grammar which allows this is said to be LL (k). In order to

identify these cases, it is necessary to manipulate the context free grammar. The
modifications that were adopted are explained in §4-2-1 below. As a result of

these modifications, certain new classes of recognizer function arise: the start set

predicates and the given functions. These are described in §4-2-2 and §4-2-3

below.
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Unfortunately Haskell is not LL (k) for any fixed k. For example, consider the

following definition:

cjuai -¥ pat <- exp

I exp

The definitions of exp (for expressions) and pat (for patterns) are very similar.
The compiler could not tell within any fixed number of symbols whether the

input was to be on the first or the second alternative. It must therefore be able to

start parsing either an exp or a pat and later—perhaps during the parsing of the

exp or pat, perhaps after the exp or pat has been completely parsed—decide which
of the two alternatives is in fact the case. There are several ways this could have
been implemented; the design introduces a technique called union recognizers,
which was inspired by attribute grammars. These are described in §4-2-4 below.
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1-3 The programming language Haskell

Haskell is a purely functional programming language, defined by the Haskell

committee's publication of [HJW92]. Version 1.0 was defined in April 1990, and

version 1.1 in August 1991; this thesis uses version 1.2 which was defined in

March 1992.

The report [HJW92] describes Haskell as:

[...] a general purpose, purely functional programming

language incorporating many recent innovations in

programming language research, including higher-
order functions, non-strict semantics, static

polymorphic typing, user-defined algebraic datatypes,

pattern-matching, list comprehensions, a module

system, and a rich set of primitive datatypes, including

lists, arrays, arbitrary and fixed precision integers, and

floating point numbers.

In addition to these now traditional language features, Haskell introduced
several other features. The most significant of these was an explicit and

systematic overloading facility, which allows precise definition of the

overloading behaviour of any operator or function.

The compiler does not implement the complete Haskell language as described in

[HJW92]. The main limitation is that the import mechanism (including exports,

hiding and renaming) is not implemented. As explained in §1-1 this is not a

critical failing for this compiler. The reason for this limitation is as follows.

Some of the information that should be imported is needed during syntax

analysis of the importing module: specifically, fixity declarations (fixdecls). This

means that ideally, we should do the importing before syntax analysis begins on

top level declarations (topdecls). This requires that we suspend compilation of
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the current module to compile the imported interfaces. This facility remains as a

necessary improvement. Developers of other Haskell compilers should note that
not only must the compilation be suspendable, but so should the compilation of
the imported interfaces, since these, too, may have imports.

The solution I adopted is to always import all the prelude interfaces at the start of

compilation, and to ignore import declarations (impdecls), whether in the

module being compiled or in the prelude. The prelude thus initializes the

symbol table. No hiding or renaming is supported.
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1 -4 Other work in the area

The main medium for technical discussion of Haskell is an electronic mailing

list. To subscribe, send a request to:

ha«k*ll-raqu«at9dc(.gla*gow.ac.uk

or to

haakall-raquaat9ca.yala.edu

To date there have been few implementations of Haskell, and most of these have
been on top of other functional languages.

The Glasgow Haskell Compiler
A batch compiler written in Haskell, generating C object code. It does not
have the full Haskell language, but does have a number of extensions. It

has been designed to allow implementors to substitute their own

components (for example, an alternative strictness analyzer).

The Chalmers Haskell Compiler
A batch and interactive compiler, written in LML, and generating native

code. Implements full Haskell 1.2 with optional extensions.

The Yale Haskell Compiler
A batch and interactive compiler, written in Lisp, generating Lisp object

code.

Gofer

An interpreter, written in C. It does not support full Haskell, but does have
some extensions. A recent version is able to produce C object code.
MacGofer is a Macintosh version of Gofer tailored to provide Macintosh

look-and-feel.
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1-5 Contributions & innovations

This section identifies the main software contributions from other sources which

have been incorporated into the compiler, and outlines the innovations I have
introduced.

1-5-1 Contributions

The software for efficient input, lexical analysis and error reporting was

originally written by Mr A J T Davie. The lexical analyser was written for Haskell
version 1.1; I upgraded it for Haskell version 1.2. The input software and error

reporting software was used without significant alteration.

The software for supporting the compiler heap and pointer stack was originally
written by Mr D J McNally as part of the Staple project; it was used with some

minor extensions.

The software for implementing a symbol table as a sorted binary tree was derived

originally written by Mr D J McNally as part of the Staple project. It was extended
to handle supertrees and to handle Haskell's various name spaces.

1-5-2 Innovations

The symbol table records not only the type of each variable, but also the parse tree

for the expression that defines it. The symbol table therefore includes all

necessary information that was present in the parse tree. Once the symbol table
has been created the parse tree is discarded, as described in §3-2.

It is usually necessary to modify a grammar to simplify compiler construction. A
method of rewriting portions of the grammar using context-sensitive

productions, and using a procedure MustHaveBeen to recognize them, is

described in §4-2-1-3. This technique provides a way to control lookahead by an

arbitrary number of input symbols.
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A method for implementing start-set predicate functions by using a macro

preprocessor is described in §4-2-2. Each predicate is defined to be a logical

expression of simpler predicates or of nonterminal symbols. Most predicates can

be defined in just one line, which cuts down the programming effort.

Some Haskell nonterminal symbols, such as exp and pat, may be

indistinguishable even after an arbitrary number of lexemes have been read. The
union recognizer technique is introduced in §4-2-4 to deal with this. A union

recognizer is able to recognize any of several nonterminal symbols and report on

what it has found.

The pattern matching algorithm given in [Pey87] is extended for Haskell

primitives, as described in §5-2-2—§5-2-6. The Haskell primitives include
features such as successor patterns, wildcards, irrefutable patterns.

The unification algorithm given in [Pey87] is extended for Haskell type classes, as
described in §6-1. The extensions are expressed in Haskell.

In [PD92] a method is given for specifying a parse tree in extended Haskell. An

improved method is given in §9-3. The improvement is that the specification is

in plain (ie not extended) Haskell, so it can be compiled and used for prototyping.
This is unusual in that a high level language (Haskell) is being used to model
concrete data structures in memory.
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2 Compiler architecture

This section describes the top-level structure of the compiler.

The following figure shows the top-level structure of the compiler:

main program

syntax
analysis

kernel
translation

type checkinc code

generation

symbol table

heap

errors

Figure 2: Top-level structure

The structure is organized in layers, such that software in one layer can call

functions provided by lower layers. The layers are as follows:

main

The top layer contains the main program, plus two modules (not

shown above) called PrettyPrint and UglyPrint. These provide output

formatting which is not directly related to language issues, so they are

not described in detail in this thesis.

phase
The middle layer contains the four main compilation phases: syntax

analysis, kernel translation, type checking and code generation. These

are executed in sequence.

symbol table
The symbol table layer contains software for initializing, writing and

reading the symbol table.
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heap
The heap layer contains software for heap and pointer stack

manipulation. It should be noted that this refers to the compile-time

heap, that is, storage used for structures such as the parse tree or

symbol table.

errors

The error layer contains software for reporting errors. If the number
of errors exceeds a limit parameter, this layer will also terminate the
whole compilation.

In general terms, a layered design is not of itself noteworthy. The major question

to be answered is rather, what are the components in the phase layer? Why have
these particular four phases? The answer comes partly from the nature of the
Haskell language, and partly from the choice of algorithms for the compilation
itself.

Consider first the division between syntax analysis and kernel translation.

Compilation begins with lexical analysis, driven in this case by a recursive
descent syntax analyser. We wish to translate the Haskell into a kernel language,
as a step on the way to producing object code. This translation includes dealing
with pattern matching. Translation of pattern matching, in its turn, requires

complete information about the datatypes which have been defined. The Haskell

language allows the user to define datatypes at any point in the source module. It
is therefore necessary to read the entire input stream to find all the datatype

declarations, in the general case3. Thus syntax analysis must be complete before
kernel translation begins, and we have a necessary gap.

A parallel compilation would be able to start kernel translation before syntax analysis was

complete, but it would not be able to finish before syntax analysis was complete. Similarly, other

phases could start in parallel.
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The division between kernel translation and type checking arises in the same

kind of way. The type checking algorithm is designed for the kernel language; it

assumes that all pattern matching, list comprehension etc has been compiled
into a simpler form. Thus kernel translation must be complete before type

checking begins, and we have a necessary gap.

Finally, code generation depends on the type inference being complete, since the

types of objects are necessary to be able to resolve overloading. In general,
inferred types only stabilize at the end of type inference, so once again we have a

necessary gap.
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3 Data structures

This section describes the parse tree and the symbol table.

The parse tree and the symbol table are the main compile-time data structures.

They are described in §3-2 and §3-3 respectively. Both these structures are built in
main memory, using a heap which the compiler builds and maintains. The heap

is described in §3-1.

It should be emphasized that the heap is purely a compile-time heap, and has

nothing to do with run-time memory management. Explicit heap management

software is necessary only because the compiler is written in a language (C) which
does not provide implicit heap management. Most of the software for managing
the heap was inherited from the STAPLE compiler [McN93].
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3-1 The compiler heap

The compiler allocates space for a heap, where the parse tree and the symbol table
can be built and manipulated during compilation. These data structures are

rooted in a pointer stack or in one of several variables known to the garbage
collector.

3-1-1 Garbage collection

Garbage collection is invoked when an attempt to allocate space for a new object
fails because the heap is full. The garbage collector creates a new heap and copies
all rooted objects from the old heap to it, using a semi-space algorithm [Wil92].
The objects in the new heap are compacted, so all the free space in the new heap
is in one piece. The old heap is discarded. If it is still impossible to allocate space

for the new object, then the compiler stops with an error message.

3-1-2 Format of heap objects

H Tag PI P2 — Pn

Figure 3-1-1: Heap objects

A heap object consists of several contiguous words of memory, as follows:

H The first word is a header. This holds two values: the number of

words in the object, and the number of pointer fields. One bit of the
header is also used during garbage collection, to mark whether this

object has been collected.

Tag The second word is a small integer value which indicates what kind of

object this is. For example, an object which represents an if expression
has tag 23, while an object which represents a case expression has tag 4.
An if object will have three fields representing the condition and two

arms, while the case object will have two fields, one for the argument
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of the case, and the other for a compile-time list of the alternatives.

The tags are defined by means of preprocessor definitions like:

#d«fin* Tcax 4

#de£in« Tif 23

In all, there are about 50 different tag values.

PI—Pn These are the n > 0 fields of the object. In most objects, these fields

contain pointers to other heap objects, but in general they may contain

either pointers or scalar values. The meaning of the pointers depends
on the type of object; thus an if object has different fields from a case

object.

The only object with 0 fields is the nil object, which serves as a

placeholder and as an end-of-list marker for compile-time lists.

3-1-3 The pointer stack

The pointer stack is a stack of pointers to objects on the heap. The stack is

accessible to the garbage collector, so enabling pointers on the stack to be handled

correctly during garbage collection. The stack thus provides a garbage-collection-
safe place to store pointers to temporary results as compilation proceeds, as well
as the last-in first-out store that is necessary for processing recursively-defined
structures.

3-1-4 The symbol table and other roots

The symbol table is described in more detail in §3-2. In outline, it comprises a

collection of separate sub-tables, each organised as a sorted binary tree. Each tree

is rooted in its own global variable, which is accessible to the garbage collector, so

enabling pointers in them to be handled correctly during garbage collection.
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3-2 The symbol table

This section explains the symbol table design.

As a minor point of notation, a collection of sub-tables goes to make up the

symbol table (singular). The sub-tables are referred to as the datatypes symbol

table, the classes symbol table, and so on.

3-2-1 Requirements

The purpose of the symbol table is to store and retrieve information about
identifiers. It is used at all phases of compilation, from syntax analysis through

to type checking. The design of the symbol table is influenced by the name space

and scope rules of the language, as well as by its intended use.

An unusual feature of this compiler is that the symbol table records not only the

type of each variable, but also its value, in the form of the parse tree for the

expression that defines it. The symbol table therefore includes all necessary
information that was present in the parse tree. On the other hand, the symbol

table does not record the order in which the various identifiers appear in the

original module. Provided scope information is maintained, the order of
definitions is of course irrelevant in a functional language (excepting the order of
cases and the like).

Haskell's name space rules [§1.4, HJW92] allow that the same name may identify
different objects in the same scope. For example, int may simultaneously be the
name of a module, class, and constructor within a single scope. This means that
the symbol table must be able to distinguish these name spaces.

The scope rules mean that the scope of certain name spaces is the whole module

being compiled, while other name spaces are limited to, say, a particular value

expression or type expression. In particular, type synonyms, data types,

constructors and classes (that is, all identifiers beginning with an upper case letter

or a colon) can only be defined at the top level and scope over the whole module.
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A single scope level is sufficient for these. Variables, however (whether type

variables or value variables) in general have a restricted scope, so a more

powerful scope mechanism is necessary for them. However, it turns out that

type variables are handled entirely within the type checker, and only value
variables are represented in the symbol table.

Different parts of the symbol table are needed at different phases of compilation.
For example, fixity declarations are needed for syntax analysis, constructors are

needed for pattern matching, types are needed for type checking, classes and

instances are needed to resolve overloading.

3-2-2 Design

The symbol table is divided into several parts, each of which deals with
identifiers in a particular scope or name space (for example, fixity declarations,

type synonyms, datatypes, classes). In each part, the identifiers are stored in a

sorted binary tree. Each node of the tree has a name and a value. The name is

the identifier about which information is recorded. The value is a substructure

whose details depend on the name space.

3-2-2-1 Do separate name spaces need separate trees?

While it is clearly best to have a separate tree for each scope so that scope levels
are easy to model, it is not immediately obvious whether it would be better to
have (a) a separate tree for each name space or (b) a single tree whose nodes have

pointers to several values, one for each name space. For example, a name which
is in two name spaces would have a node that pointed to two values, and the
other pointers in that node would be nil. Consider the advantages (+) and

disadvantages (-) of a single tree:

(+) It would be easy to detect name collisions.

(+) You don't have to choose which tree to search.
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(-) I expect that most identifiers are not multiply defined, so the tree would

waste heap space by having nil pointers for unused definitions.

(-) In all symbol table accesses the compiler knows which name space to search;
this information is lost if a more general tree is used. Therefore each

symbol table access would take longer, because there are more entries in the
tree.

(-) Not all of the information in the symbol table is needed during all phases of

compilation. For instance, fixity information is only needed during syntax

analysis, to determine the precedence and associativity of operators.

Having the symbol table in parts allows you to throw away the parts no

longer needed; having one tree means that space is tied up for unnecessary
information.

In short, separate trees would be smaller and faster than a single tree.

3-2-2-2 Global scopes

Fixities, classes, instances, datatypes, constructors and type synonyms are

declarations in name spaces whose names have global scope. Each kind of
declaration is therefore represented by a separate tree which is globally accessible

through access functions, and whose root is known to the garbage collector.

3-2-2-3 Restricted scopes

Variables4 are different from other symbol table objects in that their scope may be
restricted. The symbol table must therefore be able to represent scopes. Scopes in
Haskell can be nested, and can therefore be arranged in an n-ary tree, with each
node or leaf of the tree representing one scope. The path from the root of the tree

to a particular scope then shows the series of enclosing scopes, with the root of
the tree being the outermost scope. Within each scope, one or more variables are

Type variables (tyvar) are handled by the type checker.
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defined. As for other name spaces, the variables in each scope are arranged in a

binary tree by name. The whole variable symbol table is therefore in the form of

a tree of trees. The supertree represents the scopes, and each subtree records the

variables in one scope.

It is not customary to hold the entire scope tree in memory at one time. It is

more usual to generate the tree implicitly while traversing it, so that instead of

holding the whole tree, only the path from the current innermost scope to the
root is held. This saves memory. The reason this is not done in this

implementation is that the type information is needed during code generation to

resolve overloading.

The following figure shows the trees; a detailed description is given below.
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variables

The figure above illustrates the supertree and subtree. The supertree is shown in

heavy lines, the subtree in light. Two global pointers, called variables and scope,

are also shown. The cloud represents a symbol table entry for one symbol.

22



3-2-2-3-1 Supertrs*

The supertree records the scope structure of the module. Like any tree, the

supertree is constructed of nodes and pointers. The root node represents the
outermost scope, and the leaves represent the innermost scopes. Pointer
variables points to the root of the supertree.

Each node contains two pointers: one to the root of the subtree attached at that

point, and the other to the parent supertree node. The direction of the supertree

pointers is therefore unusual: they point from each supertree child to its parent.

This makes it simple to find the parent of any given node, and enables the parent

to have any number of children. It also simplifies searching for a variable in the

scopes, from innermost to outermost. Pointer scope points to the supertree node

which represents the current scope. The path from that node to the root of the

supertree can easily be seen in the figure.

Since the supertree pointers point towards the root, it is natural to ask how the

supertree can be traversed. The answer is that it is accessed through the subtrees,
as described in the following subsection.

3-2-2-3-2 Subtree

Each subtree of the variables symbol table records the context, type and value (as a

parse tree) of variables in a particular scope. Each subtree is a sorted binary tree

just like the other symbol table trees. In the figure above, only one subtree is

shown, though in practice each supertree node would have a subtree. Each

subtree node has pointers to left and right subtrees, to one symbol's name, and to

information recorded about the symbol.

The information recorded about a symbol is its context, type and value. The
value is represented by an expression tree. The information about one symbol is

shown in the figure as a cloud.
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If the value definition for the symbol involves an inner scope, for example by
means of a let expression, then the expression tree has a pointer to a supertree

node at that point. This is shown in the figure for two inner scopes. Notice that
these supertree nodes point to the outer scope which includes the value
definition.
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3-3 The parse tree

This section explains the parse tree design.

3-3-1 Outline

The parse tree is a heap structure, rooted on the pointer stack, which represents

the entire module being compiled. It is created during syntax analysis. During

kernel translation, expression subtrees are transferred from the parse tree to the

symbol table. At the end of kernel translation, the parse tree is uprooted, since all
the necessary information is by then accessible from the symbol table. The

information which is lost by this process includes, for example, the order of
definitions of different variables in the module being compiled. This
information is not necessary (except for error reporting, which will eventually

require line numbers to be kept) provided correct scoping is maintained.

It is not possible to do without the parse tree and go straight to the symbol table
in syntax analysis, because of the way in which the symbol table records scope

information. Using a tree with backward pointers makes it difficult to introduce
a new scope into the structure. (All the backward pointers would have to be
found and changed.) It is therefore necessary to ensure that scopes are defined by

starting at the outermost and working steadily inwards. Since kernel translation
introduces scopes, setting up scopes is best left to kernel translation.

3-3-2 Specification

Work on the Haskell compiler was actually started before I took over the project.

Initially it was planned to produce the Haskell compiler by modifying an existing

STAPLE compiler, and when I arrived, an incomplete syntax analyser for Haskell
version 1.1 had been written. My first task was to write the pattern matching

compiler, but I found this to be impossible without a specification of the parse

tree being produced by the syntax analyser. Consequently, I wrote a specification

of the parse tree in [PD92]. An improved specification of the parse tree is given
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here. In practice, these specifications were not as useful as I had hoped, although

they undoubtedly improved my understanding of the structures involved, and

they have been of interest to a neighbouring project which is developing a

compiler in Haskell.

The full specification is given in §9-3.
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4 Syntax analysis

This section describes the syntax analysis phase, which includes lexical (or

microsyntax) analysis.

In this phase the compiler converts the input from a stream of characters into a

parse tree. The conversion is in two main parts: lexical analysis and context-free

syntax analysis. The lexical analyser scans the character stream in accordance
with the lexical syntax [Appendix B.4, HJW92] and converts it to a stream of
lexemes: identifiers, reserved words, operators, punctuation and so on. The

syntax analyser parses the stream of lexemes in accordance with the context free

syntax [Appendix B.5, HJW92] and builds the parse tree. The parse tree is built in
the heap and at the end of syntax analysis is rooted in the top (and only) element
of the pointer stack.

4-1 Lexical analysis

A lexical analyser for Haskell version 1.1 had already been written before this
work started. I revised this for version 1.2.
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4-2 Syntax analysis

This section describes how the compiler uses the stream of lexemes from the

lexical analyser to build a parse tree.

A brief outline of the principles of the syntax analysis phase is given in §1-2.

Although the technique of recursive descent is used as the underlying design of
the syntax analyzer, there are important differences between this compiler and
the compiler constructed in [DM82].

The main difference is that recursive descent as described in [DM82] allows the

compilation to proceed without an explicit parse tree. This saves space and time:

space, since a tree which only exists implicitly occupies less space than one which
exists explicitly; time, since the tree is traversed only once. The Haskell language
makes such an ideal impossible, for the quite mundane reason that Haskell

permits a symbol to be used before it is declared. This applies not only to value

symbols but also to higher level constructs like datatypes, which play a vital part
in compiling pattern matching. As a consequence all of the input must be read—

and stored as an explicit parse tree—before kernel translation can be allowed to

begin.

A subsidiary difference is in the way the grammar is modified to allow backtrack-
free syntax analysis. This is described below.

4-2-1 Modified context free syntax

This section details changes to the Haskell 1.2 syntax which enable syntax analysis

without backtracking.

We begin by considering when modification of the syntax is actually necessary,

and then discuss two modification techniques.
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4-2-1-1 When is a modification necessary?

A modification to the syntax is necessary when it is not possible to write a

recognizer for a grammatical construct directly from the BNF definition. For

example, module is defined by:

module —> module modid [ exports ] where body

I body

This needs no modification because each of the alternatives can be distinguished.
The main alternatives can be distinguished by the presence or absence of the

reserved word module. The sub-alternatives involving exports can be

distinguished by the presence or absence of the reserved word where. This can

be established by inspection.

By contrast, consider impdecls, which occurs in the definition of body:

body —> { [ impdecls ; ] [ [fixdecls ; ] topdecls [ ; ] ] >

I { impdecls [ ; ] }

impdecls —» impdeclj ; ... ; impdecln (n ;> 1)

impdecls does require modification because semi-colons occur both within and
after it, so the compiler has no way to tell whether any given semi-colon means

the end of impdecls.

4-2-1-2 Substitution and factoring

Much can be done by substitution and factoring as described in [DM82]. But in
fact if a problem is resolvable by substitution and factoring, the problem may not

exist in the first place, because the recognizer can be written to do some of this
work quite simply.

For example, consider entity, which is defined as:

entity —» varid

I tycon
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I tycon ( . . )

I tycon ( conidj , ... , conidn ) (n £ 1)

I tycls ( . . )

I tycls ( varid1 , ... , varid„ ) (ni 0)

A strict application of the techniques given in [DM82] would factor this, because
several alternatives begin with the same lexemes tycon or tycls. The fact that
these are indistinguishable at the lexical syntax level anyway (both are conid s)

does not alter this. But in fact, a recognizer can be written with nested if
statements to separate the various alternatives. The recognizer first

distinguishes the varid alternative from all the others. The varid alternative is

processed along one branch of the if, and all the other alternatives are on the
other branch of the if. There, once again, the alternatives can be distinguished.
So in fact, it is not necessary to substitute and factor to the extreme limits; and to

do so would lower the syntax analysis code to such a degree that its relation to the
context-free syntax would be seriously obscured.

4-2-1-3 Context-sensitive modification

In some cases it is possible to modify the grammar by defining a context-sensitive

part. For example, consider decl and its supporting definitions:

decl —> vars : i [ context => ] type

I valdef

vars —> vart , ... , varn (n £ 1)

valdef —» Ihs - exp [ wh»r« { decls [ ; ] > ]

I Ihs gdrhs [ where { decls [ ; ] } ]

Suppose the compiler is parsing a decl and finds a var. The next lexeme indicates
whether the var is part of vars or valdef, and if part of valdef, which alternative.

However, from other definitions, we know that Ihs can produce var: The

practical solution is that the recognizer for decl should begin by parsing an Ihs,
and then examine the next lexeme:
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• If the next lexeme is a comma or a double colon, then the Ihs had better

have been a var, because we are parsing a vars.

• If the next lexeme is an equals sign or a vertical bar (the leading character of
a gdrhs), the Ihs is just an Ihs, and we have begun a valdef.

• If the next lexeme is anything else, we have a syntax error.

To specify this formally, we can introduce a context-sensitive version of Ihs,
called cslhs, and use it to redefine decl as follows:

decl —> cslhs [ , var ] * i i [ context => ] type

I cslhs m exp [ wh«r« { decls [ ; J > ]

I cslhs gdrhs [ wh«r« { decls [ ; ] } ]

cslhs , —» var ,

cslhs i » —» var t i

cslhs - —> Ihs «

cslhs I —> Ihs I

This technique allows us to preserve the advantages of a formally-defined syntax

of the language to be parsed. It only remains to describe how the context-

sensitive parts are recognised.

cslhs is recognised simply by first calling the ordinary recognizer for Ihs. This
leaves whatever was matched on top of the compiler stack. Then we look at the
next lexeme. If the next lexeme is a comma or double colon then we know that

the Ihs on top of the compiler stack should have been a var, so we check that it
was indeed a var.

This could be done using a routine MustHaveBeen, which behaves similarly to

MustBe, as described in [DM82]. If the object on top of the stack is correct,

MustHaveBeen returns silently; otherwise it outputs a syntax error message. If

the lexeme following the entity is not a comma or double colon then there is no

need (in this example) to call MustHaveBeen.
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This approach is feasible when the alternative parsing paths begin with
nonterminals which are all subsets of some nonterminal X. In using the word

subset, I am actually referring to the sets of sentences which can be derived from
a nonterminal. For example, every modid is an entity, but not vice-versa, so

modid is a subset of entity. In the above example, X is Ihs. It is not necessary that
X actually be on one of the paths.

If the alternatives are not disjoint, but there is no Haskell nonterminal X which

they are all subsets of, it is necessary to invent a new nonterminal. A reasonable

way to do this is to invent a union of existing nonterminals, since the recognizer

may be of some use in other contexts. This technique is described in §4-2-4.

4-2-2 Start set predicates

One of the requirements of the recursive descent method is to be able to

distinguish alternatives by the next lexeme. The method described in [DM82] is
to prepare start sets. This section describes a simple method for implementing

start sets in C.

Instead of implementing the sets as sets, we implement a collection of predicate
functions which test whether the next lexeme is in a given set. The functions are

implemented by preprocessor definitions, and are very easy to set up. For

example, consider the definition of type:

type btype [ - > type ]

btype —> tycon atypei ... atypek (arity tycon = k, k > 1)

I atype

atype —> tyvar

I tycon (arity tycon = 0)

I ( ) (unit type)

I ( type ) (parenthesized type)
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i ( type: ,... , typek ) (tuple type, k 2: 2)

I [ type ]

The associated start set predicates are defined by:

#dafina SSP_Typa SSP_Btypa

#dafina SSP_Btypa (SSP_Tycon I| SSP_Atypa)

Idafina SSP_Atypa (SSP_Tyvar I I SSP_Tycon

II (laxHuin " LRB)

I I (laxNun LSB) )

The SSP definitions follow from the syntax in a very simple way. (The variable
lexNum contains the code for the next lexeme, and the constants lrb and lsb

stand for left round bracket and left square bracket.)

Given recognizers are a class of recognizer which deal with factored recognition.

For example, the definition of the contest-sensitive cslhs given above may lead to

a situation where the compiler has recognized an Ihs which must be the start of

a valdef. What is required is a recognizer for valdef, given that we have already

recognized a Ihs. This is the basis for the given recognizers.

The compiler therefore has a recognizer ValdefGivenLhs. To avoid

duplication of code, the recognizer valdef is written to recognize an Ihs and
then to call ValdefGivenLhs.

4-2-4 Union recognizers

This section explains how recognizer functions handle nonterminals like exp

and pat, which may be indistinguishable even after an arbitrary number of
lexemes have been read. The solution this compiler introduces is to use a union

recognizer, which is able to recognize any of several nonterminals. If we

consider that each nonterminal as the start symbol of a language, then a union

recognizer recognizes the union of the languages.

4-2-3 Given recognizers
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For example, consider the definition of qual (a qualifier in a list comprehension):

qual —> pat < - exp

I exp

A union recognizer ExpOrPat is defined. Unlike an ordinary recognizer,

ExpOrPat takes a parameter, NT (for nonterminals), to indicate whether to

recognise an exp, a pat, or either. It must recognise one of these three

possibilities. The fourth logical possibility—to recognize neither—would be

rejected as a compiler error. ExpOrPat returns a parameter, NT_resul t, to

indicate which of the three possibilities it did in fact recognise. It may report

having found an exp, a pat, or either. A union function can be seen as an

extension of an ordinary recognizer function, which needs no parameter, because
the parameter would have only one legal value.

The parameter NT is represented by a set of bits, one bit position for each

nonterminal; it is easily extensible to more possible nonterminals. The returned

parameter has the same representation. For example, with these definitions:

Idafins EXP 1

tdsfins PAT 2

the values exp, pat and (exp i pat) mean exp, a pat, or either, respectively.

Using the same representation for the input parameter and the result parameter

lends itself to accumulating information. For example, both exp and pat can take

the form of a tuple of exps or pats respectively. When starting to parse such a

tuple, the compiler might not know whether it is an exp or a pat, but once any of
the fields has been restricted to one possibility, all following fields must be

similarly restricted. This is easily coded by placing the call to ExpOrPat in a

loop, and setting both parameters NT and NT_result to the same variable.

(Union recognizers are explicitly written to permit this.) Initially, the variable

has many bits set, indicating that many nonterminals are under consideration.
Each time the recognizer is called, the number of bits set may stay the same or
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reduce (but never to zero), indicating that the number of possible alternatives is

reducing.

Another advantage of this approach is that the distinction between possibilities is

made as soon as possible, at no extra processing cost. It is not necessary to

examine the parse tree to decide whether it represents an exp or a pat: the

parameter NT_result already has all the information.

Along with the union recognizers, there is a series of conversion functions,
which convert the parse tree from the ambiguous form to a specific form. Thus

there are two functions associated with ExpOrPat, namely

ConvertExpOrPatToExp and ConvertExpOrPatToPat. In practice, many

of the conversion functions are empty, but have been provided as placeholders
in case of need.
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5 Kernel translation

This section describes the kernel translation phase, which includes pattern

matching and list comprehension.

Syntax analysis leaves the module in the form of a parse tree and symbol table
which is relatively close in structure to the original Haskell. For example,
functions can be defined in Haskell by multiple equations using pattern

matching. During kernel translation, such higher-level constructs are translated
into simpler structures such as switch expressions. The essential requirement is
that kernel translation leaves the module in a form suitable for type checking.
Kernel translation can be seen as a collection of mutually recursive translation

functions, each designed to translate one particular feature of Haskell into a

kernel language, and all of them in general mutually recursive. Most of the

techniques are described in [Pey87].

A particular problem faced by this implementation is that the heap objects of the

parse tree have the same structure tags as the kernel language. For example, case

expressions occur in Haskell, and are also generated in the course of pattern

matching. Since the translation of Haskell's case expressions involves pattern

matching, the potential exists for endless recursion. This is easily prevented by

introducing different structure tags for kernel structures; in this example, the
name switch is used for a kernel case expression.

The top level strategy is to traverse the parse tree, applying the appropriate

translation function to each node in turn, until the whole tree has been

translated. Each of the subsections below deals with one such feature. In

addition, kernel translation transforms the module from:

module modid where body

into a let expression:

let body In main t : Dialogue
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This places the module's declarations (that is, body) in a new scope below the
Prelude declarations, which makes it simple for the type checker to avoid

processing the Prelude declarations. It also causes the type checker to verify that
the identifier main is defined in body and has the correct type.

Finally, kernel translation discards the parse tree. This is possible because after
kernel translation the symbol table records the type and value definition (as a

parse tree) of each symbol, as well as the scope structure of the original module,
so there is no longer any need for the original parse tree. This is unusual in

compilation. It is a property of functional languages: the value definitions in a

scope are not executed sequentially, so there is no need to keep them in the

sequence that they arrive in. Instead, the identifiers can be arranged in a binary

tree, allowing faster lookup than would be possible in the parse tree.
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5-1 Multiple equations

In Haskell, a function is normally defined by case analysis. This involves writing

the function as a series of equations, using pattern matching to distinguish the
various cases, and to name the arguments in each case. The equations must be

contiguous (that is, separated only by white space).

Each function's equations are collected into a single definition, in preparation for

pattern matching. This collection could be done during syntax analysis; there is

no special significance in waiting until kernel translation to do it. Collecting
definitions during syntax analysis could improve error reporting, and would

simplify the compiler design in some respects.
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5-2 Pattern matching

The compilation of pattern matching is well described in [Pey87]. An outline of

the algorithm is given here, followed by an explanation of how it was applied to

this compiler.

At the topmost level, the algorithm is defined in [Pey87] as a function match,
which is implemented as the C function Match. The effect of Match is to

replace a system of equations involving patterns by a simplified form of case

expression called a switch. For example5, consider the function mappairs,

defined as:

mappairs f [] » []

mappairs £ (xtxt) [] = []

mappairs £ (xixa) (yiy») = f x y « mappairs £ xs ys

Pattern matching translates this to:

mappairs = \f -> \xs' -> \ys' ->

switch xs' of

□ -> []

x:xs -> switch ys1 of

[] -> N

yjys -> f x y : mappairs f xs

y ■

Function Match has three parameters:

us A list of new variables. These become the lambda-bound variables and the

control variables for switch expressions. (In the example given above,

This example is provided in [TIOFPL].
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existing variable names were retained. The result of an actual call to
Match is not so sympathetic.)

q s A list of equations. Each equation is a pair of (1) a list of patterns and (2) the

expression to evaluate should these patterns match.

d e f A default value. This is the value of the expression should the match fail at
run time.

For the above example, the arguments would be:

us t ul , u2 , u3 ]

qs [ ( [ f ,[],[] 1, [] ) ,

( [ f , (x:xs) ,[]],[]),

( [ f , (x:xb) , (y:ys) ] ,

f x y : mappairs f xs ys )

1

def An error message to the effect that mappairs did not match, (mappairs

as defined here could not fail to match; but the compiler is not sophisticated

enough to know that.)

The examples below use schemes to represent calls to Match. For example a

scheme like:

Hatch [ui, ...] [... ([v®p, ...], axp), ...] def

represents a call which:

• Has first variable ui.

• Has an equation with first pattern v@p and expression exp.

• Has a default value def.

Haskell provides several pattern matching primitives beyond those described in

[Pey87], and these are described in the subsections below.
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Pattern matching is significant in that it may not be possible to complete it until

syntax analysis is complete. This is because pattern matching requires the

datatypes and constructors symbol tables in order to construct the switch

expressions—their cases correspond exactly to the constructors of one datatype.
Since Haskell allows datatypes and their constructors to be declared at any point
in a module, it is possible that a pattern may require a declaration which is the

very last source line of a module.

5-2-1 Literals

Every constant in a pattern—every literal in Haskell terminology—must be

replaced by a new variable with an associated guard. This is a fairly simple

substitution, which [Pey87] assumes is done before function Match is called. An
alternative view would be to treat literals as just another case in Match. The
cases in Match would then correspond exactly to the alternative definitions of
the non-terminal apat. This would clarify the relation between the design of the

pattern matching and its specification, and inspire confidence that the pattern

matching algorithm was complete. However, in this implementation, literals
are treated separately.

5-2-2 As-patterris

An as-pattern has the form var @ apat. It allows the user to bind more than one

name to an object. For example, matching a list against the as-pattern:

XX8 0 (X I XB)

would bind xxs to the whole list, x to the head of the list, and xs to the tail of

the list.

In translating an as-pattern, we reach a point where the call to Match has the
form:

Match [ui, ...] [... ([v0p, ...], exp), ...] def
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That is, we already have a variable, ui, which will be bound to the value that v is

to have. The call is therefore transformed into:

Match [ui, ...] [... ([p, •••], exp'), ...] da f

whara

axp' « lat v > ui in axp

5-2-3 Wildcard patterns

A wildcard pattern is a means to avoid having to invent a name for a value,

when that value is not required and is merely a place holder. Wildcard is treated

by syntax analysis as a variable identifier. However, this would give problems

during type checking, since the wildcard may be used in many different places
with incompatible types. One solution is to translate each occurrence of wildcard
into a new variable name. Other solutions might not require a name at all.

5-2-4 Irrefutable patterns

An irrefutable pattern has the form ~ apat. During pattern matching, an

irrefutable pattern always succeeds, and binds the value to apat. No further

matching is done unless and until a free variable from apat is used. At that

point, either pattern matching succeeds and computation continues, or pattern

matching fails and the entire computation fails. Irrefutable patterns are

transformed using the rules given in [HJW92].

In translating an irrefutable pattern, we reach a point where the call to Match has
the form:

Match [ui, ...] [... ([~p, .exp), ...] def

This call is transformed into:

Match [ui, ...] [... ( [v, ...], exp' ) , ...] def

where

exp1 * let xl* = case v of {p -> xl> in
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let x2 ' « cat* v of {p -> x2 > in

let x3 * - caaa v of {p -> x3> in

lat {xl » xl' ; x2 * x2' ; x3 ■ x3 ' , ...} in

axp

where xl ... xn are all the variables in p, and v and xl' ... xn ■ are all new

variables.

This transformation has two effects:

1 It ensures that pattern matching always succeeds, by substituting variable v
for the irrefutable pattern. Pattern matching a variable never fails.

2 The free variables in the pattern are correctly bound, but are not evaluated
unless and until they are required in the evaluation of exp.

5-2-5 Negative literal patterns

A negative literal pattern has the form - integer or - float. It is treated using an

extension of the method by which unsigned literals are replaced. The main
difference is that the negative literal is slightly more difficult to detect.

In translating negative literal pattern, we reach a point where the call to Match
has the form:

Match [ui, ...] [... (t-n, •••], exp), ...] def

This call is transformed into:

Match [ui, ...] [... ([v, ...], exp' ), ...] def

where

exp1 = if v /= -n then FAIL else exp

5-2-6 Successor patterns

A successor (or n+k) pattern has the form ( var I _ ) + integer.
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In translating successor pattern, we reach a point where the call to Match has the
form:

Match [ui, ...] [... ([n+k, ...], axp), ...] daf

This call is transformed into:

Match [ui, ...] [... ([v, ...], axp'), ...] daf

wha r a

axp1 i if v >« k

than lat n = v-k in axp

alaa FAIL
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5-3 List comprehensions

The translation of list comprehensions is described in [Pey87], and the

implementation follows the description closely.

5-4 Instances

The value definitions of the instance declaration are treated much as any scoped
list of declarations, with the exception that the declarations must agree with the

appropriate class declaration. This ensures that all methods in the class are

defined.

5-5 Derived instances

Derived instances are generated during kernel translation. This cannot complete
before syntax analysis since it requires information contained in class
declarations. This information is not available until syntax analysis has

processed all the class declarations and organised the information into the classes

symbol table.

5-6 Case expressions

A Haskell case expression is translated into the application of a function to an

argument. This allows pattern matching to be replaced:

A case expression of the form:

case x of {altl -> patl, ...» altn -> patn)

is translated into:

v x where

v altl = patl

v altn = patn
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where v is a new variable. Following this translation, the pattern matching is

translated.

5-7 Let and where

Haskell's let expressions are translated into kernel letrec expressions. Haskell's
where clauses in valdefs and alts are also translated into kernel letrec

expressions.
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6 Type checking

This section describes the type checking phase, which includes type inference and
resolution of overloading.

The starting point for type checking is [Pey87], where an ML-style type checker is

developed. The type checker presented there has to be extended in two main

ways:

1 To allow for Haskell's type system, which introduces type classes.

2 To allow for constructs (for example, if expressions) which are present in

the kernel language, but not in the language used in [Pey87].

These extensions are described in the subsections below. It should be noted that

several of the finer points of Haskell types, such as the monomorphism

restriction, are not addressed in the initial implementation.
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6-1 Extending unification

This section describes extensions to the algorithm presented in [Pey87], to deal

with the Haskell type system.

I use Haskell below to describe the structures and algorithms. (The code below is

not meant for compilation. It is intended as a specification and guide to

understanding the implementation's algorithms.)

6-1-1 Type synonyms and datatypes

ML-style type checking is about finding types, where a type can be represented by
a Haskell datatype as follows:

datatype Type = Tvar String I Tcon String [Type]

The strings are identifiers. For example, we could represent the type integer (a

nullary constructor) as:

Tcon "Integer" []

Haskell adds another dimension in the form of contexts. Where ML has types,

Haskell has typings. A typing6 is a combination of a type and a context—the
context giving information about which classes the type or its parameters belong
to. We need to add the following definitions:

type Context = [(String, Type)]

type Typing = (Context, Type)

The string in a context is a class identifier. For example, we could represent the

typing (Num a) => a -> a -> a as:

The term "typing" is from [IHTC].
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(

[("Nun", Tvar "a")]

t

Toon [Tvar "a", Tcon [Tvar "a", Tvar "a"]]

)

ML-style type checking uses a substitution type. For Haskell, this is:

typs Subatitution * String -> Typing

A delta substitution is one which substitutes for just one string. It is convenient

to define an operator to produce a delta substitution:

(t->) it String -> Typing -> Substitution

si->t = \s - > t

And the identity substitution which introduces an empty context:

sub_Id = \s -> ([], Tvar s)

For example, consider the substitution from the string tl to the typing (Ord

t2, ix t2) => t2 -> Bool. This could be written as:

tl !-> (

[("Ord", Tvar "12") , ("Ix", Tvar "t2")]

Tcon [Tvar "t2", Tcon "Bool" []]

)

6-1-2 Applying substitutions

We need to be able to apply a substitution to different kinds of objects, and define

several functions for doing this.
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6-1-2-1 Applying a substitution to a type

When we apply a substitution to a type, the introduced context makes the result a

typing:

sub_Typs i t Substitution -> Typs -> Typing

If the type is a variable, we apply the substitution to its name:

sub_Type phi (Tvar v) * phi v

If the type is a constructor, we apply the substitution to its arguments, and collect
all the contexts so introduced:

sub_Typs phi (Tcon x as) = (foldr (++) [] c. Toon x t)

whsrs (c, t) * unasip map (sub_Typ« phi) as

Note that this may introduce duplicate elements into the context. From an

efficiency point of view, this is to be avoided, since it would lead to unnecessarily

long dictionaries. Also, since the classes are arranged in a lattice, superclasses can

be removed if any of their subclasses is present.

6-1-2-2 Applying a substitution to a context

When we apply a substitution to a context, the result is a context:

»ub_Context ii Substitution -> Context -> Context

If the context is empty, there is no change:

sub_Context phi [] * []

If the context is not empty, we process each of its elements in the same way. For
each class-type pair, we apply the substitution to the type, which converts it to a

typing; then we remove the introduced context to the top level:
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sub_Context phi (c, t)ics » [(c, t')] + +

c' + +

(»ub_Cont«xt phi cs)

where (c', t') * sub_Type phi t

6-1-2-3 Applying a substitution to a typing

When we apply a substitution to a typing, the result is a typing:

sub_Typing i i Substitution -> Typing -> Typing

To carry out the substitution, we first apply the substitution to the typing's
context and type, and then propagate the substitution's context:

sub_Typing phi (c, t) * (c'', t")

whtra (c*, t') ■ sub_Type phi t

c* ' * c1 ++ (sub_Context phi c)

6-1-3 Extending a substitution

We can extend a substitution as follows:

•xtsnd ii Substitution -> String -> Typing -> Substitution

extend phi s t

I 3ub_Id s == t = phi

I s 'in* tvars_in t = FAIL

I otherwise & (s : -> t) . phi

The test for instance declarations also takes place at this point.

6-1-4 Unification

We can now define unification as a function which takes a substitution and two

typings and returns an extended substitution:

unify i i Substitution -> Typing -> Typing -> Substitution
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If the first typing is a type variable, its context is propagated to the second:

unify phi ctl 0 (el, tl 0 (Tvar »)) ct2 0 (c2, t2)

| ctl phi s ■ extend phi s <cl' ++ c21 ,

12 ' )

where el 1 <* (s »->([], t2) ) cl

(c2', t2') » sub_Typing phi ct2

I otherwise » unify phi (sub_Typing phi ctl)

(sub_Typing phi ct2)

If the second typing is a variable, we call unify recursively with the arguments

swapped. This will then be dealt with by the first case above:

unify phi ctl ct2 0 (c2, t2 0 (Tver s)) * unify phi ct2 ctl

If both typings are constructors, they must be equal, or unification fails. If they
are equal, we unify pairs of their arguments. Before this, however, we propagate

the top-level contexts to the arguments:

unify phi ctl 0 (cl, tl 0 (Tcons si atl))

ct2 0 (c2, t2 0 (Tcons s2 as2) )

I si s2 » unifyl phi (asl1 "zip" as2 ' )

I otherwise * FAIL

where asl1 * map (t_ct cl) asl

as2 ' = map (t_ct c2) as2

t_ct = \c t - > (c, t)
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6-2 Extending constructs

This section describes how various constructs in the kernel language are type

checked.

Each type checking routine takes as its parameters an expression and a type

environment, returns the typing of the expression, and updates the type

environment as a side effect.

6-2-1 Typechecking if expressions

A kernel if expression has the form:

if condition then left else right

The type of condition must be Bool. The unified types of left and right give the

type of the whole expression.

Type checking proceeds in the following steps:

1 Type condition, left and right, giving three typings tc, tl and tr.

2 Invent a new unknown typing t, which will be the type of the whole

expression.

3 Unify [tc, tl, tr] with [Bool, t, f]. This gives a substitution phi.

4 The resulting typing is phi t.

6-2-2 Typechecking switch expressions

A kernel switch expression has the form:

switch v of

Q un ... uln -> ex

Ujnl ... Ujrm ~ &m

where:
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Variable v will be declared in an outer scope.

Constructors C3 — Cm are a complete family from some datatype.

Variables un—um„ are distinct and local to this switch.

Expression ej is the only place that variable u,y is used.

Strictly speaking, the scope of each u;y is just the expression ey, but since Uij occurs

nowhere outside of clause it is safe to lift its declaration to the outer scope. This

simplifies the management of scopes.

Typechecking proceeds in the following steps:

1 Give a new, unknown typing tv to variable v.

2 Give new, unknown typings to all variables Uij. Unknown types are used,
rather than schematic types, because the effect of the switch statement is to

bind specific values to clause variables, and then to evaluate the expressions

in that environment. Thus every occurrence of a clause variable in an

expression refers to the same value, which therefore must have the same

typing.

3 Type check the left hand sides. This ensures that the variables within each
clause are typed. For example, if we have a clause

Cons u5 u6 -> exp

then this step tells us that the type of u6 = [ the type of u5 ]. The result is
a substitution phi and a list of typings tlhss.

4 Unify the type of variable v and the left hand sides. This needs a list whose

length is m and all of whose elements are tv. The result is a substitution

phi' which we apply to the type environment.

5 Type check the right hand sides. This may provide more information about
the types of v and the u,y; the type environment is updated accordingly.
The result is a substitution psi and a list of types trhss.
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6 Unify the right hand side types. All the right hand sides should have the
same type (which is the type of the whole expression). The initial

substitution is empty, since we have already used all the information to

update the type environment. A new unknown type variable trhs is

invented, which is the type of the right hand sides. A list of length m, with
all elements equal to trhs is built and used to unify the types of the right
hand sides. The result is a substitution psi' which we apply to the type

environment, and the result typing trhs.

7 Compose the result. The overall substitution is psi'. phi', the composition

of the substitutions from the unifications, and the overall typing is the

latest substitution applied to trhs, namely psi' trhs.

6-2-3 Typechecking expression type signatures

A kernel expression type signature has the form:

exp ij [ context => ] type

Type checking proceeds in the following steps.

1 Type exp. This gives a substitution phi and a typing t.

2 Unify t with context => type. This gives us phi'.

4 Return phi' and phi't.
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7 Code generation

This section describes the code generation phase, which produces interpretable
code.

The essential code generation is simple, because the code is an extended lambda
calculus rather than a machine code. It can therefore be produced by what is

essentially a pretty print algorithm.

In addition to producing extended lambda calculus output, the code generator

produces code to resolve overloading, along the lines described in [PJ93]. This
involves creating dictionaries—tuples of methods—and using selector functions
to access the appropriate methods. There are several steps, which are outlined
below. Although some of the steps described could be performed earlier than
code generation, leaving them till after type checking means that type checking
has less to do. It also allows us to rely on the fact that the module has been type

checked, and more importantly, that it won't be type checked again.
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7-1 Class declarations

A class declaration defines a class and introduces zero or more operators which

may be overloaded. These operators are given typings in the class declaration,
but no values.

During code generation, the operators are given values, which are in fact simple
selector functions for tuples. If a class introduces n operators, their values are the
selectors for n-tuples.

For example, consider the classes Eq and Num, with the following definitions

(which are simpler than the definitions in the prelude for the purposes of

clarity):

class Eq a whors

(«) is a -> a -> Bool

(/«) it a -> a -> Bool

class Num a where

(*) it a -> a -> a

(-) it a -> a -> a

The values for the methods would be as follows:

(==) = _SEL_Tuple2_l

(/=) = _SEL_Tuple2_2

(*) = _SEL_Tuple2_l

(-) * _SEL_Tuple2_2

The function _SEL_Tuple«_i is a compiler-generated function which selects
the z'th component from an zz-tuple. The order of the coordinates in the tuple is

irrelevant, but must be applied consistently. Note that the typings of the
methods are not changed, so that this step leaves the methods with an

incompatible typing and value. This is possible because type checking is
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complete, and any error at this stage would be a compiler error. The selectors

designed to be applied to tuples corresponding to instances, as described next.
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7-2 Instance declarations

An instance declaration defines values for the operators in a class. Each instance

must define values for all the operators.

During code generation, a tuple is created for each instance, whose coordinates
are the values of the operators. The order of the coordinates must match the
order implied by the selector functions in the class declaration. Each tuple is

given a generated name which is derived from the name of the class and the
name of the type which is a member of the class.

For example, consider the type Integer as an instance of classes Eq and Num,

defined above:

instance Eq Integer where

(=x) = primEqlnteger

(/=) = primNelnteger

instance Num Integer where

(*) = primMulInteger

(-) x primSublnteger

The prim functions represent primitive functions that carry out the required

operations (again, somewhat simplified from the prelude). The corresponding

dictionary tuples would be:

_DlCT_Eq_Integer » (primEqlnteger, primNelnteger)

_DICT_Num_Integer « (primMulInteger, primSublnteger)

The tuples are designed to be operated on by the selector functions defined for

classes, as described above.
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7-3 Value definitions

A value definition, such as a function, has a typing. From this typing we can

derive a list of the unresolved overloading within it. For example, consider the
factorial function defined as follows:

fac 0 m 1

fac n * n * fac (n - 1)

During kernel translation, this is translated to essentially this form:

fac - \n -> if n » 0 than 1 alsa n * fac (n - 1)

During type checking, its typing is inferred as:

fac i i (Eq a, Num a) = > a -> a

where a is a schematic variable. Note that not only are the operators * and -

overloaded, but so are the constants 0 and 1. This function could be applied to

an integer, real or even complex argument. The only restrictions on the

argument are that it must belong to a type which is an instance of classes Eq and
Num. The Eq restriction arises because comparison for equality is necessary to

distinguish between the two cases of fac. The Num restriction arises because

subtraction and multiplication are Num operators.

Since fac is overloaded, it requires extra information to resolve the overloading
at run time. Extra parameters are inserted to receive dictionaries which contain

the necessary information. The definition becomes:

fac = \_DICT_Eq -> \_DICT_Num -> \n ->

if n = = 0

than 1

alsa n * fac (n - 1)

The dictionary parameters are derived from the typing of fac.
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7-4 Applications

There are several overloaded operators in the body of fac, including fac itself.

By reference to the symbol table the typings of these operators can be found.
Remember that the symbol table contains the original typings, not the typings of
the selector functions which have been inserted as the values of the methods.

This tells us that the operators *, - and the function fac have overloaded

values, so they will have dictionary parameters that we need to provide

arguments for. For example, consider the application of operator *. Rewriting

the application in prefix notation, to correspond to the internal representation,

gives this expression:

(•) n (fac (n - 1))

which occurs in the body of fac. The symbol table tells us that * requires a

dictionary argument for class Num. The typing of n, again from the symbol table,
is (Eq a, Num a) => a, from which we can generate the requisite dictionary

argument _DiCT_Num. This name is of course the same as the name of fac's

dictionary parameter, since the same algorithm is used to generate it; and the

dictionary is therefore passed down to the operator *. A similar process inserts

dictionaries in the other overloaded applications.

This is a simpler implementation than the one given in [PJ93], but not so

efficient, since the same dictionaries are passed in recursive calls. A more

efficient implementation would lift these constant arguments to an outer level
and only retain parameters for arguments which changed.

The completely resolved fac is shown below. For added realism the transfer

function fromlnteger is also shown:

fac = \_DICT_Eq -> \_DICT_Num -> \n ->

if («) \_DICT_Eq n (fromlntsger 0)

than (fromlntagar 1)
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• Is* (*) \_DICT_Hum n (f*c

_DICT_«q

_DICT_Num

((-) _DICT_Num n (fromInt*g*r 1)))
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8 Conclusions

This section summarises how the project aims have been met.

The project had three stated aims:

• To translate Haskell into a lambda calculus.

• To learn about compilation techniques.

• To learn about Haskell compilation.

These aims have been met by a mixture of concrete and abstract results. The

concrete result is the existence of the St Andrews Haskell Compiler, Edition 0.01.

The performance of this compiler is described in §8-1 below. The abstract results
are the insights into the compilation process produced by the exercise of writing
the compiler, and the ideas and suggestions for future work. These are discussed
in §8-2 and §8-3 respectively.
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8-1 Results

This section reports the compiler's performance and discusses how it could be

improved.

Before considering how fast the compiler is, it is important to establish what the

compiler is actually achieving. Edition 0.01 of the compiler is seen as an initial

implementation. It has a number of limitations, of which the following are the
most serious:

• The syntax analysis phase does not implement importing. To correct this
will require low-level changes to the lexical analyzer so that the compiler
can interrupt the processing of one module to deal with a different one.

• The type checking phase requires some work to implement the full
subtleties of Haskell. Some features, such as the monomorphism

restriction [see §4.5.3 in HJW92], have been passed over for the time being.

• The code generator currently in place provides a simple way to test the
effectiveness of the whole compiler. However, a code generator for
STAR:DUST [[Ost93] is still to be developed. This will require that the run¬

time system be designed and written, probably in STAR:DUST assembler

language. (The work is now under way.)

• The error reporting subsystem performs reasonably well during syntax

analysis, but improvement is needed for later phases. The problem is that
information about the source module is lost because the symbol table does
not yet record sufficient detail.

8-1-1 Measuring performance

The following table summarises the performance of the compiler for a selection
of test programs. The tests were carried out on a Sun SPARCstation SLC with
16Mb memory, running SunOS 4.1.2. The heap size was 800Kb and the stack size

of 5000 elements. The times were measured using the SunOS command time.
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Test Lines
in

GC Lines
out

Out /
in

Real
s

Syst
s

Exec
s

Lines
S"1

exist 8 18 17 2.13 41.10 0.70 44.00 0.18

fac 3 19 19 6.33 42.90 0.60 46.00 0.07

listcomp 1 28 26 26.00 67.70 0.60 72.00 0.01

map 3 16 40 13.33 36.10 0.60 40.00 0.08

mappairs 4 25 79 19.75 63.00 0.60 68.00 0.06

print 1 5 5 5.00 4.50 0.40 6.00 0.17

qs 3 53 70 23.33 132.70 0.80 140.00 0.02

The columns in this table are as follows:

Test Identifies the test program. Each test program is a complete Haskell
module. The source for these tests is located in directory

$application/tests (see §9 for an explanation Of $application).
Tests exist and fac are copied, with modifications, from Chalmers

University Haskell B 0.999.5 examples with the same names.

Lines in The number of lines in the test, not counting blank lines or comment

lines. This is measure of "how much" input the test comprises.

GC The number of garbage collections during compilation. All but 3

garbage collections in each test take place during type checking.

Lines out The number of lines output as the compiled code. This is subject to

my attempts at automatic layout, and includes the explicit type

signatures of all variables. As with the number of input lines, this is a

measure of "how much" output the compiler has produced.

Out / in The ratio of output lines to input lines. The idea here is that the
coarseness of the measure of input and output volumes will be a

constant factor in each case, so that the ratio will be a measure of "how

much" work the compiler has done.
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Real s The elapsed time in seconds.

Syst s The system time in seconds.

Exec s The user time in seconds.

Lines s_1 The speed of the compiler in input lines per second.

The following graph shows the relation between Out/in and lines S'1:
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Output lines / input line

Apart from one outlier (corresponding to test program fac) there appears to be a

roughly linear relation. This would suggest that the speed of the compiler varies

inversely with the size of the input, ie that the compiler's complexity is 0(n2).
However, there are too many assumptions and approximations in this deduction

to make it more than an interesting observation.

A serious criticism of the compiler, at least during its early stages of

development, is its poor performance in terms of both space and time7. There
are several ways in which it could be improved, although it would be very

difficult to say how much improvement could be expected in each case. Possible

improvements are discussed in the subsections below.

But bear in mind the aim of the project: to translate small test programs.
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8-1-1 Improving performance

8-1-1-1 Cut out unnscsssary work

This can be done principally by avoiding some of the heap structure

manipulations. In many cases these arise because one phase produces output

which the next phase immediately transforms. The first phase should produce

its results in the correct form in the first place.

8-1-1-2 Improve efficiency

For work which remains after unnecessary work has been removed, efficiency
can be improved. The principal way to do so centres on the way in which the

symbol table is used, and in which transformations of expressions are carried out.

The symbol table is accessed by a binary search. After the first binary search for an

object, it should be possible to record its address in a pointer, and go directly to it.

When a symbol is to be updated in some way, its fields can be updated in the

symbol table. But when an expression is to be transformed, this cannot be done.
In general, a new expression must replace the old. For example, a list

comprehension is replaced by a combination of letrec and switch expressions

during kernel translation. If the new expression's root heap object is no larger
than the old, it should be possible to overwrite the old with the new directly in

the heap. This requires a more careful design of heap objects; for example, they
could all be the same size.

Another area where specialised techniques could be used to advantage is in the

handling of generated identifiers. The compiler generates identifiers using the C
format string M_%ld" to print the next serial number, giving generated
identifiers _1, _2, _3 and so on. If these are inserted into a scope in the variables

symbol table in the order they arise, the tree could become very unbalanced,

resulting in long access times. An alternative might be to use an array for

generated identifiers. Since they are unique, only one scope level would be



needed, though at some expense in wasted space. Another alternative would be
to generate identifiers using a pseudo random number generator, with a

sufficiently long period; this would avoid the unbalancing problem.
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8-2 Insights

This section outlines the insights into the compilation process which have
resulted from this project.

8-2-1 Translating from functional to imperative

Many algorithms which used in compilation appear in the literature in the form
of programs in a high-level language. For example, [Pey87] presents the
unification algorithm in such a way, and the extensions to that algorithm are

presented in this thesis using Haskell. Indeed, it is precisely because the
functional programming languages have such expressive power—such ability to

say a great deal in very few symbols—that they are used in this way. The desire
to design a language that is so systematic and concise that it can be used not only
for programming but also for mathematics must, I feel, be at the back of the
functional programming language designer's mind.

However, a trap that is important to avoid is the simple-minded translation of
an algorithm from a functional language to an imperative language such as C.

Doing so results in inefficient code. A corollary of this is that a compiler which
carries out a simple-minded translation from functional language to an

imperative language such as machine code is also liable to produce inefficient
code.

8-2-2 Language design

It is commonly held that a language designer should pay little or no attention to

needs of the language implementor. As far as the designer is concerned, it is

enough to ensure that the design is unambiguous and that its implementation is

feasible. I would argue that taking some account of the implementation would
lead to better languages—better, that is, from the language user's point of view. If
the designer intends that the language is to be used in earnest, then the speed of
the compiler is an important factor. The existence of an extremely fast compiler
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makes certain techniques possible that a slow compiler rules out. For example, a

compiler which takes seconds rather than minutes reduces the need for separate

compilation of modules.

I have surmised above that the compiler's complexity is 0(n2). Does the

language definition place a lower bound on compiler complexity? If so, it would
not be unreasonable for a language designer to adjust a design so as to bring the

lower bound closer to 0(n), which is the lowest it can be on a sequential machine.

However, I know of no method to calculate the compiler complexity from the

language definition in anything but the simplest cases.

8-2-3 Syntax modification

Recursive descent works well because there is a simple relation between the
structure of the compiler and the context-free grammar, buttressed by the

procedures MuatBe, Have and NextSymbol. Procedure MustHaveBeen (in

§4-2-1-3) appears to extend this to a subset of context sensitive grammars, though
how well it would work in practice remains to be seen.

8-2-4 Abstract machine

As mentioned in §8-1, work on the abstract machine and run-time system is now

under way. It is worth noting that this work is in fact occupying more effort than
all the rest of the compiler put together. The reason appears to be that compiler
construction is relatively well understood; the conventional compiler design

approach imposes constraints which reduce the search space in which design
solutions can be found. By contrast, the run time system is much less

constrained, and more candidate solutions need to be examined.
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8-3 Future work

This section describes a possible approach to achieving parallelism in

compilation, by working backwards from code generation8.

This compiler replaced the parse tree by a symbol table. I consider first the
situation where the symbol table has been completely evaluated, and then the
situation where it has only been partly evaluated.

8-3-1 Fully evaluated symbol table

By the time the symbol table is completely evaluated, all of the input has been

digested and all bindings have been resolved. It only remains to generate the

output machine code. We could express the compilation process functionally
as9:

Cod* (SymbolTabl* (Sourc*))

Function Code would be recursively defined by pattern matching on the various

kinds of node that occur in a symbol table. Thus, in execution, it would give rise

to many function calls that could be executed in parallel, each on a different part
of the symbol table. This would run into the problem that the output—machine

code—is intrinsically linear. The requirement to produce output in correct linear
order means we cannot simply produce the output in parallel, where each code

segment appeared as soon as it had been generated. This could possibly be solved

by generating the machine code in separate pieces which are linked together in a

tree. For example, the code generated for an if expression might look like this:

8 The work to be done in finishing off this Haskell compiler is outlined in §8-1.

The usual compilation phases such as syntax analysis are assumed to be included somewhere

in these functions, but are not shown, for clarity. A longer composition would make them explicit.
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[[condition]]

IF FALSI GOTO LI

[ [if- tru«]]

GOTO L2

Lis [[if-fals«]]

L2 i CONTINUE

The generated code tree for this would use an IF constructor (one of many
constructors in a CODE datatype) with three arguments, one for each of the
subtrees which recursive calls of the code generator function would evaluate.
The end result of this would be a tree of generated code—still in the compiler's
data space. The actual code would be output by traversing the code tree.

The advantage of this approach is that the code generation is separated from code

output. That is, the code generator can run in parallel with the traversal
function. The traversal function essentially performs the synchronization

needed for the linear output.

8-3-2 Partly evaluated symbol table

So far, we have assumed that the symbol table has been completely evaluated

before the code generation begins; now we consider what happens if the symbol

table is not fully evaluated when code generation begins. This could be expected
to arise if the symbol table is being created at the same time as code is being

generated. In this situation, the symbol table will contain evaluations in these
states:

A Fully evaluated parts.

B Partly evaluated parts (the evaluation being suspended because nobody has
asked for the information contained in them yet).
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C Partly evaluated parts (the evaluation being suspended because it is waiting

for information that has not yet come through earlier stages of

compilation).

The code generator would push the evaluations from state B into states A or C.

Eventually the code generator would demand the evaluation of all necessary

parts of the symbol table; the important point is that the symbol table can be used

by the code generator even if it is generated by many processes evaluating parts of
it in parallel.

8-3-3 The rest of the compilation

For this scenario to be feasible, it is necessary to define the symbol table in terms

of still earlier phases of the compilation.

Initially this brings in a great deal of cross-dependencies. For example, pattern-

matching cannot be compiled until the declarations of the data types involved
have been compiled. But if the data type declarations for a particular occurrence

of pattern-matching have been compiled, the compilation of that occurrence can

advance.

As we move back through the compilation we eventually reach the stage of

scanning the input, which, like the production of the output, is inherently linear.
At this point the reverse of the code generation mechanism can be used, except
that in place of the code tree, we have the parse tree.

Thus the whole compilation process falls into three phases. The input and

output phases are symmetrical, and deal with converting between a external
linear form and an internal structured form that allows parallel processing.
These phases include syntax analysis and code generation (which might be called

syntax synthesis). The middle phase encompasses all the remaining processing.
The symbol table appears to play a key role in this scheme; but in fact, it need
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never exist in its entirety. Apart from the needs of error reporting, each part of

the symbol table can be thrown away after the code generator is finished with it.
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9 Appendices

This section describes the system details of the compiler, which includes details
of the development environment, how to build the compiler, and how to use it.

9-1 Usage

This section gives usage information in a UNIX manual pages format.

9-1-1 Name

hci*

9-1-2 Synopsis

hcaa [-SKTC [lilcpf cdPFCD] [filename]

9-1-3 Description

he sa is a compiler for Haskell 1.2 modules.

hesa reads its input from filename. If filename is omitted, hesa reads its

input from stdin.

hesa writes the object file to stdout.

hesa writes diagnostic error messages on stderr.

9-1-4 Options

hesa options are associated with compilation phases:

- s Syntax analysis options

-k Kernel translation options
- t Type checking options
- C Code generation options
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The command line syntax allows for intermediate results to be output after any

phase. For example:

hc«a -Sip -Kc fil«nam«

outputs a source listing (option 1) and parse tree (option p) following syntax

analysis (option -S); after kernel translation (option -K) the constructors symbol
table (option c) is output.

The options in the command line consist of zero or more phase groups. The

phase groups can appear in any order and the same phase may appear any

number of times. For example, the following are equivalent:

hcsa -SI -Kcdf filename

hcea -Kcdf -Si filename

bcsa -Kfd -SI -Kef filename

hcea -Si -Kcdf -Si -Si -Kd filename

The default value of all options is off. The output appears in the order that the

options are described in below, within phase groups.

1 Output a listing of the source file on stdout. This option is

only available in phase group -S.

i Output an interface file on stdout. This option is only
available in phase group -S.

k Kill the compilation after this phase.

The following options are available in ugly or pretty format, distinguished by the
case of the option letter. Upper case signifies ugly format; lower case signifies

pretty format. Ugly format is only useful for tiny modules or for automatic

regression testing.

p Parse tree.

f Fixities symbol table.
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q Classes symbol table,

x Instances symbol table,

d Datatypes symbol table,

c Constructors symbol table,

t Type synonyms symbol table,

v Variables symbol table.

9-1-5 Environment variables

Environment variable hcsa_prelude can be used to hold the pathname of a

directory containing all of the prelude interface files. The path may be absolute
or relative.

If hcsa_prelude is defined with a relative pathname, it is interpreted relative

to the current working directory.

If hcsa_prelude is not defined, it is treated as if it were defined with an empty

pathname, so that hcsa expects to find the prelude files in the current working

directory.

The names of the interface source files are specified in the parameters file.

9-1-6 Errors

User errors are reported on stderr. The compiler attempts to carry on after an

error, if necessary by making assumptions or by ignoring the offending input.
The aim of these assumptions is not to second-guess the user's intentions, but to
enable further errors to be discovered. Of course these further errors may well be
have been introduced by the compiler's assumptions, so the compiler will give

up after enough errors (specified in the parameters file) have been reported.

Compiler errors are reported on stderr by assertion failure messages. The
assertions are implemented by means of a C preprocessor #def ine statement, so
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compiler efficiency can be improved by redefining the assertions as a null

statement, once the compiler has established a reputation for robustness.
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9-2 Installation

This section describes how to install the compiler from source.

9-2-1 Distribution format

Although the compiler is not intended for distribution it has been developed in a

systematic directory structure which would be suitable for distribution or shared

development. In the rest of this section, the top-level directory is called

$application.

9-2-2 Compiling

Various compiler parameters, which are intended for the installer to adjust, are
to be found in the parameters file,

$applicat ion/arc / include/parameters. Other include files in that

directory contain named constants rather than parameters.

To compile the compiler, all that is needed is to change to $ appl icat ion /arc

and type

make t

This causes all the compiler files to be compiled and the executable compiler,

hcsa, to be produced in $application/src/main. The installer can then
either add $application/src/main to the executables search path, or

move the compiler to a more suitable location.

9-2-3 Prelude

The compiler requires interface files for all the prelude modules. The interface
files for the version 1.2 prelude are given in

$application/src/prelude/1.2. The environment variable

hcsa_prelude must be set to the name of the directory containing the prelude

interfaces, before hcsa can rim.
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If the prelude is to be changed, it may be necessary to produce new prelude
interfaces. While this could be done by hand, or by copying from some other

implementation, it is worth while to be able to produce them from the interface
modules given in the Haskell report, by using hcsa's option -i. The method is

described below.

Firstly notice that the implementation of the import mechanism means that
when a prelude module is compiled, no importing is done. Each prelude
module is compiled in isolation. This causes some problems because the prelude
modules are mutually recursive. As a result, they will fail during syntax analysis

because the fixity declarations are incomplete. To obtain a successful syntax

analysis , it is necessary to edit the prelude module to include the necessary fixity
declarations. It is obvious which ones are necessary because the missing ones

give rise to syntax errors. Once the syntax analysis succeeds, the interface files are

produced, and failures downstream are of no importance.

For example, the command to produce the interface file for PreludeComplex
is:

hcsa -Sik Prelud«Compl«x.ha > PrsludaComplex.hi

The option -Sik makes hcsa output the interface file (i) after the syntax

analysis phase (S), and then stop (k) so that no further compilation takes place,
hcsa recognises that a prelude module is being compiled because the name of

the file (PreludeComplex) begins with Prelude, and therefore does not

import any other module.

The file PreludeComplex.hi as produced above must be edited to remove

the extra fixity declarations, and to remove compiler messages which may be

output.

Prelude module PreludeBuiltin is provided only as an interface and so no

compilation is necessary.
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9-3 Specification of parse tree

This section presents a specification of the parse tree, written in Haskell. This

specification is a significant improvement over the one given in [PD92]. The

[PD92] specification is in two parts, one of which is not compilable because it is

written in an extended Haskell. The specification given here is one compilable

module, and which makes it fairly easy to find out just how a particular Haskell
nonterminal is represented in the parse tree.

The specification is given here as an illustration of the method. As explained in

§3-3-2, the implementation has progressed beyond this point and left this

specification behind.

The specification comprises a parse tree datatype pt, and several predicate
functions.

Datatype pt reflects the concrete implementation of the parse tree in the

compiler heap. The value constructors correspond exactly to the tags of the heap

objects.

data PT

General heap objects

9-3-1 The datatype PT

* Tnll nil object

I Tcons list constructor

PT head

PT tall

I Terror run time error message

the message

Parse tree objects
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I Talt -- alt

PT

PT

I Tap

PT

PT

I Taa

PT

PT

I Tcaaa

[; ] >

PT

PT

I Tchar

Char

I Tclasa

-- pat or pat grdpat

-- axp or axp whara

-- axpA10 aaxp

-- axp

-- aaxp

-- apat -> var 19 apat]

•-- var

apat

-- axp -> easa axp of {alts

-- axp

-- alts

-- char

char

-- topdacl -> class [contsxt ■>]

PT

PT

PT

I Tcomp

PT

PT

I Tcon

contaxt

class

cbody

list comprshansion

axp

quail . .. qualn

PT

conid

conid
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I Tdata topdacl -> data [contaxt

= >]

(typal

• . . )

PT

PT

PT

PT

I Tdafault

PT

I Tdefn

PT

PT

I Tantity

PT

PT

Bool

I Tfloat

PT

contaxt

simpla

conitrl

tyclal

conatrn

tyclan

topdacl -> dafault (typa I

-- typal typen

valdaf

-- lha

(= axp ...) or (gdrhs

antity

1st varid, tycon or tycla

-- conldl . . . conldn

occurs

float

tha float (as a string)

I Tgan

PT

PT

I Tid

PT

ganarator

-- pat

-- axp

varid

varid

I Tif

PT

axp -> if axp than axp alsa axp

-- «xp
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PT -- exp

PT -- exp

I Timpdecl -- impdecl

PT -- mod id

PT -- impapec

PT -- renaming*

I Timpapac — impapac

PT -- import 1 ... importn

Bool -- "hiding" occura

I Tinatanca -- topdacl -> inatanca [context »> ]

PT -- context

PT -- tycla

PT -- inat

PT — valdefa

I Tintagar -- integer

PT -- the integer (aa a atring)

| Tirr -- apat -> - apat

PT -- apat

I Tlam -- exp -> \ apatl . . . apatn -> exp

PT -- apatl . . . apatn

PT -- exp

| Tlet -- exp -> let (decla [;]) in exp

PT -- decla

PT -- exp

I Tmodule — module

PT -- modid
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PT

PT

PT

I Trantnt

PT

PT

I Tseq

PT

PT

PT

I Tsig

typ*

a type

PT

PT

atype

I Tstring

String

I Tsynonym

PT

PT

I Ttcon

PT

PT

exports

Impd e c1■

topdecle

renaming

-- oonidl or varidl

-- conid2 or varid2

arithmetic sequence

expl

-- exp2

exp3

decl -> vars < « [context ■ >]

exp -> expO i s [context *>]

-- vars or expO

[context «> ] type or

-- the String

topdecl -> type simple = type

simple

-- type

-- tycon tyvarl . . . tyvark

tycon

-- tyvarl • . . tyvarn
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I Ttcont«xt -- [context ■>] type

PT -- context

PT -- type

I Twhere -- exp where {deel* [;]>

PT -- exp

PT -- decle

deriving Kq

9-3-2 Predicates

The predicates correspond to the nonterminals in the Haskell language (mostly
the Context-Free Syntax, but also some of the Lexical Syntax). Each predicate

defines how the corresponding nonterminal is implemented in the parse tree.

For example, predicate isModule is defined as follows:

isModule (Tmodule modid exports impdecls topdecls) *

isHodid modid &&

isExports exports &&

isBody impdecls topdecls

This states firstly that a module is represented by a heap object of type Tmodule,

which has four fields. The four fields satisfy the conditions stated; that is, modid
satisfies isModid, exports satisfies isExports, and impdecls and topdecls

satisfy isBody.

The predicates are presented below in several groups.

9-3-2-1 Heap utilities

This section contains a miscellaneous collection of utility functions.
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Empty list predicate

isNil Tnil -

Trut

List prsdicats

isPTlist IsnPrsd slmPrsd xs

IsnPrsdi prsdicats to apply to length of list, eg (>■ 1).

-- slmPrsdt prsdicats to apply to sacb list msmbsr, eg isAlt.

-- xs < Tnil-tsrminatsd chain of Tcons nodss to tsst.

isPTlist IsnPrsd slmPrsd xs »

IsnPrsd (IsnPT xs) &&

foldl (66) Trus (mapPT slmPrsd xs)

-- Map (rsturns Haskell list)

-- mapPT f xs

-- f: function to map onto a Haskell list, sg isAlt.

-- xs s PT list to map onto.

mapPT f xs *

cass xs of

(Tnil) ->

[ ]

(Tcons h t) ->

f h : mapPT f t

-- Length of list

IsnPT xs

-- xs: PT list whoss lsngth to compute.

IsnPT xs *

cass xs of

(Tnil) ->

0
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(Tcons _ t) ->

1 + lenPT t

List element

-- •ImPT n xs

-- ni the index (starting at 1) of the element to extract.

xs i list of elements.

elmPT n (Tcons hd tl) I n « 1 ■ bd

I n > 1 3 elmPT

(n - 1)

11

Error predicate

isError (Terror mess)

isString mess

con name

var name

tuple

list

function

Tcon (Tstring name)

Tid (Tstring name)

* "_tuple"

= " list"

isApplySpine lenPred funPred expPred aps =

lenPred (arityApply aps) &&

foldl (&&) True (mapApply funPred aps)

expPred (getApplyExp aps)

arityApply

case x of

(Tap _ arg) ->

1 + arityApply arg
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gatApplyExp x -

CtM X Of

(Tap fun arg) ->

gatApplyZxp arg

mapApply f apa «

cat* apa of

(Tap fun arg) ->

(f fun) i (mapApply f arg)

->

[]

9-3-2-2 Lexical syntax predicates

iaLitaral x ■

ialnteger x I I

iaFloat x I I

iaChar x I I

iaString x

ialntagar (Tlntagar _) -

Trua

iaFloat (Tfloat _) -

Trua

i (Char (Tchar _) ■

Trua

iaString (Tatring _) *

Trua
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i»Tyv«r (Tid varid) -

isString vtrid

itTycon (Tcon conid) ■

isString conid

iaTycl* (Tcon conid) *

iaString conid

isModid (Tcon conid) >

iaString conid

9-3-2-3 Environment functions

This section includes dummy functions which enables the context free predicates

to typecheck. It could be expanded to provide more functionality.

data Aaaociativity * L I N I R deriving Eg

getAaaociativity x » K

getPrecsdenca x = 0

9-3-2-4 Context-free syntax predicates

This section is the top level of predicate functions. Each predicate function

defines how a given Haskell nonterminal is represented by a PT object.

iaModule (Tmodule name exports imports binds) =

isModid name &&

isExporta exports &&

isBody imports binds

isBody i t =

islmpdecls i &&

iaTopdecla t
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iaImpdtcl■

iiXxport*

isExport

iaPTliat (>* 1) ialmpdacl

iaPTliat (>» 1) iaXxport

iaZntity x I I

iaKodid x

iaImpdac1 (Timpdacl modid impapec ranaminga)

laModid modid &6

ialmpapac impapac &&

iaRanaminga ranaminga

iaImpapac (Timpapac importa hiding_) *

iaPTliat

(if hiding_

than (>> 1)

alaa (>* 0) )

iaImport

importa

iaImport

iaRanaminga

iaSntity

iaPTliat (>= 1) iaRanaming

iaRanaming (Tranama namal nama2) =

(iaVar namal && iaVar name2) II

(iaCon namal 6& iaCon nama2)
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i(Entity

•11) II

I I

trgi

I I

arga

iaTopdacla

iaTopdecl

(Tantity nana arga all) ■

(laVar nana 66 iaNil arga 66 not

(iaTycon nana

66 laNll arga

66 not all) I I

(iaTycon nama 66 iaNil arga 66 all)

(iaTycon nana

66 iaPTliat (>» 1) iaCon

66 not all) I |

(iaTycla nana 66 iaNil arga 66 all)

(iaTycla nana

66 iaPTliat (>* 0) iaVar

66 not all)

iaPTliat (>= 1) iaTopdecl

casa x of

(Taynonym simple type_) ->

iaSimpla a impla 66

isTypa typa_

(Tdata contaxt aimpla

dariva) ->

iaContaxt contaxt 66
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>

isDecls

i*D«cl

isSimp1•

iiConitri

isTyclses

(Tclasa context

simple &&

constre &&

derive

clai>_ body)

ieContext context 66

ieCleee class_ &&

ieCbody body

(Tinstance context name inet

vale) -

ieContext context &&

isTycls name &&

ielnst inst &&

isValdefs vale

(Tdefault types) ->

isType types

_ - >

isDecl x

isPTliet (>= 0) isDecl

x -

case x of

(Tsig vara (Ttcontext

type_)) ->

ieVars vars &&

isContext classes &&

isType type_
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iaValdaf x

iaTypa

function))

>

«rg«) 66

iaBtypa

_)) ->

tup 1 •

isAtypa

x »

caaa x of

(Ttcon (Tcon (Tatring

•rg»)

lanPT arga -- 2 66

iaBtypa (•ImPT 1

iaTypa (almPT 2 argi)

_ - >

iaBtypa x

x *

caia x of

(Ttcon nan* arg*9(Tconi _

iaTycon nam* 66

-- but not liat or

iaPTliat (>» 1)

iaAtypa

arga

_ - >

iaAtypa x

x =

caaa x of

(Tid _) ->
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I I

1)

iaContaxt

iiClat*

iiCbody

iaTyvar x

(Ttcon dim arga) ->

(iaTycon nam* 66

iaNil arga) I I

(nam* ■■ oon tupl* 66

iaNil arga) I I

(nam* «■ oon tupl* 66

iaPTliat (>■

iaTyp*

arga)

(nam* « con liat 66

iaPTliat (mm

iaTyp*

arga)

- >

iaTyp* x

iaPTliat (>» 1) iaClaaa

(Ttcon nam* arga) ■

iaTycla nam* 66

iaTyvar arga

iaDacla

iaD*c1a
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i1C1ign

i (Van

iaSinpla

iiCosttri

iiConitr

*rg«)

iiTyclaaa

ialnit

ia Da c1

iaPTliat (>■ 1) iaVar

(Ttcon nan* arga) »

iaTycon nana &&

isPTliat {>« 0) IsTyvar arga

iaPTliat (>■ 1) iaConstr

(Ttcon nana arga) *

iaCon nana 66

(iaPTliat (>■ 0) iaAtypa arga II

iaPTliat (== 2) iaBtypa

iaPTliat (>* 0) iaTycla

(Ttcon nana arga) *

caaa nana of

(Tcon nana)

I nana ** con tupla

&& isNil arga

Trua

(Tcon nana)

I nana == con tupla

iaPTliat (>» 2)
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function ->

isTyvar

arga

(Tcon nam*)

I nam# ■■ con liat ->

isPTliat (-« 1)

iiTyvtr

args

(Tcon nam#)

I nana ■« con

isPTliat (mm 2)

isTyvar

arga

_ - >

isTycon nana &&

iaPTliat (>« 0)

isTyvar

arga

iaValdafa »

iaPTliat (>= 0) iaValdaf

(- isValdef does not fit this schema wall. -}

iaValdaf (Tdafn lhs rhs)

I isVar lha ■ isApplySpine (>» 1)

isApat

isRhs

rhs

I iaVarop lha * isApplySpine

<>« 2)

iaPat
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iaRha

rh a

I iaPat lha » iaApplySpina (>■ 0)

i aApat

iaRha

rha

whara

iaRha rha ■ caaa rha of

(Twhara body dacla)

isExp body &&

iaDacla dacla

iaExp rha

iaLha x 9 (Tdafn lha rha) »

(iaPat lha && iaNil rha) I I

iaFunlha x

iaFunlha (Tdafn lha rha)

I iaVar lha > iaPTliat (>« 1)

i aApat

rh a

I iaVarop lha * iaPTliat (:

2 )

iaPat

rha

iaOdrha (Tif cond laft right) >

iaOd cond &&

iaExp laft &&

(iaGdrha right I I iaError right)
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i aQd

1 aExp

e 1

i»Exp_i i

- >

- >

i»Exp_i 0

X ■

caaa x of

(Taig vara (Ttcontaxt

typa_)) ->

iaPTlist (-- 1)

(iaKxp_i 0)

vara 66

iaContaxt claaaaa 66

iaTypo

typa_

iaExp_i 0 x

caaa x of

(Tap (Tap fun argl) arg2)

I laOp N i fun

->

iaExp_i

iaExp_i

(Tap (Tap fun

(i + l) argl 66

(i +1) arg2

argl) arg2)

laOp L 1 fun

iaLaxp_i i x

(Tap (Tap fun argl) arg2)

I iaOp R i fun
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isRsxp_i i x

iiKxpi (i+1) x

{ -

isExp_i 10 x *

cat* x of

(Tlam arg body) ->

- )

lambda abstraction

isApat arg &&

isExp body

(Tlat binds sxpr) ->

1st sxprsssion

isDscls binds &6

isExp sxpr

(Tif cond lsft right) ->

conditional

isExp cond &&

isExp lsft 66

isExp right

(Tcass sxpr clausss) ->

cass sxprsssion

isExp sxpr &&

isAlts clausss

_ - >

isFsxp x

isLexp_i i (Tap (Tap fun argl) arg2) »

(isLsxp_i i argl

I I isExp_i (i + 1) argl) &&

isOp L i fun &&



ialxp_i (i+1) arg2

iaLaxp_i 6 (Tap (Tid (Tatring n«g»t«)) arg) -

ialxp_i 7 arg

iaRaxp_i i (Tap (Tap fun argl) arg2) ■

iaExp_i (i+1) argl 66

iaOp R i fun &&

(iaRaxp_i i arg2 I I iaExp_i (i + 1)

*rg2)

isFaxp x =

cast x of

(Tap fun arg) ->

isFaxp fun 66

iaAaxp arg

_ - >

iaAaxp x

iaAaxp x *

caaa x of

(Tid _) ->

variabla

iaVar x

(Tcon _) ->

conatructor

iaCon x

(Tintagar _) ->

Trua

(Tfloat _) ->

Trua

(Tchar _) ->
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Tru*

(Tatring _) ->

Tru«

(Toon nam* arg«)

I nam* ■■ eon tupl*

iaNil arg* ->

-- unit

Trua

(Tcon nam* arg*)

I nam* «• eon tupl*

not (iaNil arga) ->

tupl*

iaPTliat (>■ 2)

ialxp

arg*

(Tcon nam* arga) ->

liat

nam* ■ ■ con liat &6

iaPTliat (>= 0)

iaExp

arga

(Ta*q *1 *2 *3) ->

arithmetic

iaExp *1 &6

iaExp *2 &&

iaExp *3

(Tcomp *xpr quals) ->

liat compr*h*naion



& 6

fun

6 6

66

fun

iaKxp «xpr 66

iaPTliat (>■ 1)

iaQual

qua la

(Tlam arg (Tap

(Tap fun argl) arg2))

I arg /- argl

arg « arg2 ->

laft aactlon

lat

a « gatAaaociativity

1 m gatPracadanca fun

in

laOp a 1 fun

iaExp_i (1+1)

argl

(Tlam arg (Tap

(Tap fun argl) arg2) )

I arg = = argl

arg /* arg2 ->

— right aactlon

lat

a m gatAaaoclativlty

1 » gatPracadanca fun

1 n

laOp a 1 fun
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iaQual

iaAlta

isAlt

ialxp_i (i+1)

arg2

paranthaaisad

axprasaion

iaKxp x

caaa x of

(Tgan pat axpr) ->

generator

iaPat pat 66

ialxp expr

_ - >

- - guard

ialxp x

iaPTliat (>■ 1) laAlt

(Talt pat axp) ■

(laPat pat) 66

caaa axp of

(Twhara body dacla) ->

(ialxp body I I

iaGdpat body)

laDacla dacla

_ - >

(ialxp axp I I

iaGdpat axp)
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isQdpat

itFat

isPat_i i

isPat_i 10

(Tif cond laft

isGd cond &6

islxp laft &6

(isQdpat right

right) >

I I isZrror right)

iaPat_i 0

x ■

casa x of

(Tap (Tap fun argl) *rg2)

1 isConop N i fun - >

isPat_i (i+1) argl &&

isPat_i (i+1) arg2

(Tap (Tap fun argl) *rg2)

I isConop L i fun - >

isLpat_i i x

(Tap (Tap fun argl) *rg2)

1 isConop R i fun - >

isRpat_l i x

isPat_i (i+1) x

casa x of

(Ttcon nana args) ->

isCon nana &&

isPTlist (>■ 1)

isApat

args

_ - >

isApat x
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iaLpat_i i

iaLpat_i 6

plus!!

iaLpat_i 6

negate I 1

iaRpat_i i

arg2 )

i*Apat

(Tap (Tap fun argl) arg2) «

(iaLpat_i 1 argl

I I laPat_i (i + 1) argl) it

laConop L i fun it

laPat_l (i+1) arg2

(Tap (Tap (Tid (Tatring

plua) ) argl) arg2) ■

-- wrong uaa of

auccaaaor pattarn

iaVar argl 66

ialntagar arg2

(Tap (Tid (Tatring nagata)) arg) *

-- wrong uaa of

nagativa litaral

ialntagar arg I I

iaFloat arg

(Tap (Tap fun argl) arg2) «

iaPat_i (i+1) argl &&

iaConop R i fun it

(iaRpat_i i arg2 I i iaPat_i (i +1)

casa x of

(Tid _) ->

-- var or wildcard

iaVar x
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6 6

& &

(Tas var apat) ->

-- as pattern

isVar var 66

isApat apat

(Tintsgar _) ->

Trus

(Tfloat _) ->

Trus

(Tchar _) ->

Trus

(Tstring _) ->

Trus

(Ttcon nans args)

I nans « con tupls

isNil args ->

-- unit pattsrn

Trus

(Ttcon nana args)

I nama = x con tupls

not (isNil args) ->

-- tupls pattsrn

isPTlist (>« 2)

isPat

args

(Ttcon nams args)

I nans »» con list ->

list pattern

isPTlist (>* 0)

isPat
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pattern

pattern

isVar

i aCon

iaVarop

isConop a i

iaOp a i

arga

(Ttcon nana arga) ->

constructor, arity

iaCon nana &fc

isNil arga

(Tirr pat) ->

irrefutable

iaApat pat

->

parantheaized

iaPat x

(Tid name) *

iaString name

(Tcon name) »

iaString name

(Tid name) *

iaString name

getAaaociativity x ** a &&

getPrecedence x >> i &&

iaCon x

getAaaociativity x « a &&

getPrecedence x " i &&
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isVarop x I I

iaConop a i x
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